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Abstract  
A Flywheel is a machine element which is used to increase a momentum of rotating element and to control 
fluctuations which are induced on rotating element like shafts turbines etc. The investigation has introduced the 
impact of shear Stress with various profiles of the flywheel with various layered and different Hub angle The 
natural frequency and modes of various materials and shear stress impacts were examined on various profile 
and materials of flywheel and appropriation along the flywheel was considered. . 
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I INTRODUCTION 

 
Flywheel, heavy wheel attached to a rotating shaft in an effort to smooth out shipping of strength from a motor 
to a system. The inertia of the flywheel opposes and moderates fluctuations in the speed of the engine and stores 
the excess electricity for intermittent use. To oppose velocity fluctuations efficiently, a flywheel is given a high 
rotational inertia; i.E., maximum of its weight is properly out from the axis. A wheel with a heavy rim 
connected to the valuable hub by means of spokes or a web (wheel A inside the Figure) has a excessive 
rotational inertia. Many flywheels used on reciprocating engines to smooth out the waft of electricity are made 
on this manner. The energy stored in a flywheel, but, relies upon on both the burden distribution and the rotary 
pace; if the speed is doubled, the kinetic power is quadrupled. A rim-type flywheel will burst at a much lower 
rotary speed than a disk-kind wheel of the same weight and diameter. For minimal weight and excessive 
strength-storing capacity, a flywheel may be product of excessive-electricity steel and designed as a tapered 
disk, thick at the centre and skinny on the rim. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1.1 Flywheel Energy Generators  
The flywheel as a way of electricity garage has existed for heaps of years as one of the earliest mechanical 
power garage structures. For example, the potter‟s wheel become used as a rotatory object using the flywheel 
effect to keep its energy underneath its personal inertia. Flywheel applications have been completed by means of 
similar rotary gadgets, together with the water wheel, lathe, hand mills, and other rotary gadgets operated by 
using human beings and animals. These spinning wheels from the middle a long time do no longer fluctuate 
from those used inside the nineteenth or even 20th centuries. In the 18th century, the 2 main traits were metals 
changing wood in system constructions and the use of flywheels in steam engines. Developments in forged iron 
and the manufacturing of iron resulted within the production of flywheels in one whole piece, with extra second 
of inertia for the equal area. The word „flywheel‟ regarded at the start of the economic revolution (specifically in 
1784). At the time, flywheels had been used on steam engine boats and trains and as energy accumulators in 
factories. In the center of nineteenth century, due to the developments in cast iron and cast steel, very big 
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flywheels with curved spokes have been built. The first 3-wheeled vehicle turned into built via Benz in 1885 
and can be named as an example. Over time, numerous shapes and designs had been applied, however foremost 
developments came inside the early 20th century, when rotor shapes and rotational stresses were thoroughly 
analysed, and flywheels had been considered as potential energy storage systems. An early example of a 
flywheel machine used in delivery became the Gyrobus, powered by way of a 1500 kg flywheel, produced in 
Switzerland in the course of the Fifties. In the Nineteen Sixties and 1970s, FESS were proposed for electric 
automobiles, desk bound power back up, and area missions. In the subsequent years, fibre composite rotors had 
been built and examined. In the 1980s, pretty low-pace magnetic bearings started to appear. Despite major 
trends during their early tiers, the usage of flywheels has not been widespread and has declined with the 
improvement of the electrical grid. However, because of the recent upgrades in substances, magnetic bearings, 
strength electronics, and the introduction of excessive pace electric machines, FESS were installed as a strong 
option for electricity garage packages. 
 
A flywheel stores strength that is primarily based on the rotating mass precept. It is a mechanical garage device 
which emulates the storage of electrical energy via converting it to mechanical power. The electricity in a 
flywheel is stored in the form of rotational kinetic electricity. The enter strength to the FESS is normally drawn 
from an electrical supply coming from the grid or another supply of electrical power. The flywheel hastens as it 
stores energy and slows down whilst it's far discharging, to supply the gathered electricity. The rotating 
flywheel is pushed by an electrical motor-generator (MG) appearing the interchange of electrical energy to 
mechanical energy, and vice versa. The flywheel and MG are coaxially connected, indicating that controlling 
the MG permits manage of the flywheel 

 

II FLYWHEEL APPLICTION 

 
Flywheels are regularly used to offer non-stop electricity output in systems where the electricity source is not 
continuous. For Instance, a flywheel is used to clean rapid angular pace fluctuations of the crankshaft in a 
reciprocating engine. In this situation, a crankshaft flywheel shops electricity while torque is exerted on it thru a 
firing piston, and returns it to the piston to compress a glowing charge of air and fuel. Another instance is the 
friction cars which powers gadgets collectively with toy automobiles. In unstressed and inexpensive instances to 
store on cost the majority of the mass of the flywheel is towards the rim of the wheel. Pushing the mass away 
from the axis of rotation heightens rotational inertia for a given general mass. 

 

A flywheel will also be used to supply intermittent pulses of power at electricity stages that exceed the skills of 
its power source. This is completed by the use of collecting energy in the flywheel over a time period, at a price 
this is like minded with the power deliver, and then liberating strength at a much better charge over a especially 
short time at the same time as it's miles desired. For instance flywheels are used in electricity hammers and 
riveting machines. Flywheels can be used to govern direction and oppose undesirable motions, see gyroscope 

 

III USES OF FLYWHEEL 

 

Providing continuous energy when the energy source is discontinuous. For example, flywheels are used in 
reciprocating engines because the energy source, torque from the engine, is intermittent. Delivering energy at 
rates beyond the ability of a continuous energy source. This is achieved by collecting energy in the flywheel 
over time and then releasing the energy quickly, at rates that exceed the abilities of the energy source. 

 

Controlling the orientation of a mechanical machine. In such programs, the angular momentum of a flywheel is 
purposely transferred as a torque to the attaching mechanical machine when energy is transferred to or from the 
flywheel, thereby inflicting the attaching system to rotate into a few preferred roles. 

 
Flywheels are typically made of steel and rotate on conventional bearings; these are generally limited to a 
revolution rate of a few thousand RPM. Some modern flywheels are made of carbon fiber materials and employ 
magnetic bearings, enabling them to revolve at speeds up to 60,000 RPM. Carbon-composite flywheel batteries 
have recently been manufactured and are proving to be viable in real-world tests on mainstream cars. 
Additionally, their disposal is more eco-friendly. 

 

IV DUAL MASS FLYWHEELS 
 
Providing continuous energy when the energy source is discontinuous. For example, flywheels are used in 
reciprocating engines because the energy source, torque from the engine, is intermittent. Delivering energy at 
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rates beyond the ability of a continuous energy source. This is achieved by collecting energy in the flywheel 
over time and then releasing the energy quickly, at rates that exceed the abilities of the energy source. 
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